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Inventory
management
Manage your valuable network inventory efficiently and affordably

Intelligent Network Management
An integral part of maintaining large and complex
networks is monitoring the set-up to ensure all devices are
running properly. When a problem is detected, the task then
becomes to fix, replace, rotate or remove the affected device.
This can become a daunting operation. Managing network
inventory, especially for large systems, can result in high
operational costs, as well as significant labor efforts. Added
to this is the hidden costs of repairing errors that are caused
when network assets are not identified and tracked effectively.
NNM offers a better way to manage your valuable
network inventory efficiently and affordably. With NNM, you
can discover your network inventory automatically, identify and
gather details of physical IP network devices such as switches,
routers, servers, PCs, IP printers, IP cameras and other
IP-enabled devices. This can also identify and track software
inventory and change history information. The NNM
Dashboard also helps you to identify and track your network
inventory by displaying an executive overview of asset details.
Furthermore, NNM can help with network planning
tasks. The system allows you to automatically compare and
reconcile your currently installed devices with the specifications and set-up details of future network plans. This is also
applicable for reconciling circuit planning for your customers’
services by diagram displayed. These features are suitable
for Service Provider and all enterprises that require efficient
network planning capabilities.

Using NNM inventory
management, you can:
Manage and analyze your network
inventory by automatically defining
physical IP network devices, software
inventory and tracked changed history.
This helps to keep updated about
inventory currently in use, as well as
devices that are in stock and not
actively in use. NNM can also provide
many types of log change reports.
Make network planning more effective
and accurate via reconciled network
inventory and circuit planning.
Utilize detailed information about the
full IP network system, which helps you
to solve network inventory problems
quickly and leads to lower costs.
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